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General introduction

- we elect and pay for Government, we have a right to know how it works

- first Access-to-documents-law in Swedish Constitution dating back to 1766

- now: most EU-countries have some kind of law, but they differ significantly
- usually: Government authority has to grant access to documents held, based on a request by 

a member of the public



Explaining FOIA

- Documents

- Administrative body
→ Tip: You can also request for documents which are located at 
these bodies from or about companies (private law). 

- Scope of the request 





Exceptions
- Personal data

- Trade secrets / commercial interests

- National Security

- Law enforcement, police & court records

Authority must:

- state the legal reason why information should be secret 

- state, why the legal reason applies to your requested information 

OFTEN: Public interest test



Platform request
Many countries have some kind of non-profit-platform for making requests. 

Use them to find:

- authorities, 
- view other requests by authority or topic, 
- make requests easily.

Example: EU → AskTheEU.org



AskTheEU.org



Examples → FOIA does not lead to world news all the time 

Princess Beatrix, former queen

Maintenance ‘Groene Draeck’, 
1,5 million 2004-2015



‘Emailgate’ Clinton

- ‘the agency must ensure that Federal records sent or received on such 
systems are preserved in the appropriate agency record-keeping system’.

- ‘no records responsive to your request were located.’ 

- Clinton withheld almost 32.000 emails deemed to be of a personal nature. 

- In 2015 New York Times revealed that Clinton exclusively used her own 
private email server. 

- 4th of May they released second batch online.



EU Expenses

- Journalists requested to disclose how the 751 Members of the European 
Parliament (MEPs) spend more than 71 million euros in allowances.

- All request were denied on the grounds of personal data protection, as well as 
an alleged excessive workload. → fill in their complaints with the Court.

- Does your MEP run a ghost office? 



Appeals – When your request is denied
Check the law – how to appeal?

Usually: ask the authority for a review 

Possible: to sue in court or at a tribunal.

In some countries (+EU): ombudsperson – this is usually free of charge. 


